
Acrylic Sun Screen Information Sheet 

 

 

The following points are guidelines to help your sunbed screen last as long as 

possible. 

 

1.       It is crucial that the sunbed and room are properly ventilated excess heat will 

cause warping and extra stress in the acrylic sheet causing stress cracking. The 

maximum service temperature for acrylic is 80øC but due to the aggressive nature of 

the environment a Sunbed screen has to endure, we recommend as lower maximum 

temperature as possible.  

 

2.       All alcohol or solvent-based cleaners will attack acrylic under normal situations. 

With the environment a sunbed screen is subjected to, this attack will be enhanced 

especially in already stressed areas. 

 

3.       The majority of sun creams and especially oils will attack acrylic. Although this 

attack is usually less severe than the alcohol or solvents mentioned above, they will 

over time cause crazing and again this is most likely occur first in the stressed areas 

of the screen.  

 

4.       Acrylic is a strong material and can withstand quite high impact and loads 

compared to some other plastic materials, however, if a load or impact is to high 

acrylic will spilt or crack this is enhanced when the acrylic is subjected to the 

aggressive environment of a sunbed screen so it is essential that customers are 

made aware of the danger of mounting and dismounting. Staff must be careful when 

removing panels for cleaning. 

 

5.       Manufactures must be careful not to put tubes too close to the screens so they 

can remain as cool as possible, failure to do this will cause stress cracking to occur 

sooner. Also if temperature gets too high warping may occur. 

 

6.       When acrylic heats up it expands, if it is not allowed to expand e.g. by being 

clamped to tightly or being in a tight frame this will cause immense pressure on the 

material leading to failure of the screen due to breakage. This failure can be instant if 

the screen is held very tight or can occur over a period of time. 

 

7.       As mentioned above the very aggressive environment a sunbed screen is 

subjected to means that great care needs to be taken of your screen to guarantee 

maximum life expectancy. We recommend for best results to change the screen 

when you change your tubes after aprox 500 hrs. Even though the screen may look 

ok, due to the continuous bombardment of UV light ect the screen may not be 

performing to its full potential. 

 


